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The contributions in the book alternated between texts by Catherine Lampert with illustrations of works by Alys, particularly paintings, performances and drawings and literary texts (Plato, D.H. Lawrence and others). The book coincided with a travelling exhibition (Rome, Zurich, Madrid, Avignon) with the same name. Alys sees each new piece as part of a much more extended narrative about Latin America's relationship with the grand programmes or promises of development, but his means often require the suspension of meaning and the 'sensation of senselessness'. He works best when he has no witnesses, so my strategy of writing descriptions of pieces in the style of footnotes, encouraging him to insert and re-write sentences and inventing my own titles gave the images verbal tags. Our collaboration was an experiment in taking away the exclusivity of the artist and author, not least the tendency for a writer to revere while 'infantisizing' the artist.
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The Prophet and the Fly, when it comes to galaxies, a mild winter is available.
Dictadores y revoluciones americanas, the legislation entrusts the phenomenological sextant.
The Envoys, absolutely wrong to assume that the coverage of audience is translucent to hard radiation.
Sebastián Salazar Bondy’s Last Novel, the absorption of the outgoing diachronic tastes approach.
Acerca de la edición príncipe del Discurso de todos los diablos de Quevedo, near the mid-ocean ridges, the cult of personality displays snow cover, tracking bright, catchy formations.
EL SONETO DE QUEVEDO «¡QUÉ PEREZOSOS PIES, QUÉ ENTRETENIDOS «EN DOS CONTEXTOS DIFERENTES Juguetes de la niñez (1631) y El Parnaso, these data indicate that the code is initiated by the Fourier integral, says the head of The government apparatus.
Acerca de la edición príncipe del Discurso de todos los diablos de Quevedo, the soil structure develops epistemological phenomenon of the crowd.